
The Establishment of Jewish Cemeteries in Massachusetts

Ohabei Shalom Cemetery (1844) East Boston

Many people are not aware of the significant role Jewish cemeteries played and still play in the formation of our vibrant Jewish communities in Massachusetts today. The first 
Jewish cemetery in Massachusetts was established in 1844 in East Boston (Ohabei Shalom Cemetery). Prior to 1844 Jews were not allowed to be buried in Massachusetts. The 
second Jewish cemetery was the Hebrew Charitable Burial Ground, 1851, established as a resting place for Boston’s poor Jewish immigrants who were unable to afford plots 
in private congregation-owned cemeteries. 

The few Jews who came to Boston in the 17th century conducted trade, stayed briefly and departed. This slowly changed throughout the 18th century, when the names of The few Jews who came to Boston in the 17th century conducted trade, stayed briefly and departed. This slowly changed throughout the 18th century, when the names of 
Jews begin to appear in Boston commerce. During the 18th and early 19th centuries, the small community of Boston's Jews held religious services in their homes, while also 
belonging to congregations in New York City, Newport and New Haven. Despite the great distance, these congregational ties were essential in order for Boston Jews to access 
consecrated Jewish burial ground which was not available in Massachusetts. According to Jewish tradition, burial must occur within 24 to 48 hours of death. Boston’s Jews 
were forced to continue the difficult practice of accompanying their dead to cemeteries far beyond the region until the establishment of the Ohabei Shalom Cemetery in East were forced to continue the difficult practice of accompanying their dead to cemeteries far beyond the region until the establishment of the Ohabei Shalom Cemetery in East 
Boston in 1844. 

Through a combination of extraordinary hardship, determination and a little bit of luck, our Jewish forefathers journeyed to Boston by the thousands. Whole villages from the 
“old country” formed new communities in their adopted land. Dorchester, Mattapan, Roxbury, Chelsea, Malden and many other communities, became centers of Jewish life 
and culture. Soon roots were firmly planted and Jewish tradition could be safely passed to a new generation.

From the late 1800's through the 1940's, Greater Boston's Jewish community was a predominantly immigrant group that grew and prospered out of the shtetls (villages) of 
Eastern Europe, fleeing persecution and seeking a better life. As these new Americans settled in Boston and the surrounding towns they built synagogues, formed landsleit or-
ganizations, immigrant mutual-aid societies, and fraternal lodges. One of the first steps taken by these organizations was to provide their members with a Jewish burial site. 
Thus many of the cemeteries so named for these organizations took root dotting the towns surrounding Boston: names like Custom Tailors, Independent Pride of Boston, Rox-
bury Lodge reflect those once vibrant organizations. Others were named for synagogues and still others were named for the villages and towns of the “old country.” Names 
such as, Butrimanzy, Zviller, Vilno, and others. These groups may no longer exist today—but their cemeteries remain—an ever-present reminder of these historic organiza-
tions.

Today, there are 209 Jewish cemeteries in Massachusetts.  Since its inception in 1984, the Jewish Cemetery Association of Massachusetts feels that it is vitally important to 
tell the story of the establishment of Jewish cemeteries in Massachusetts and to maintain and preserve these “museums of memories” so that future generations will carry on 
with this important communal responsibility. 

Our community’s story must be told again and again, lest we forget that many first generation Jews who immigrated to Boston now sleep in the dust. And our obligation to Our community’s story must be told again and again, lest we forget that many first generation Jews who immigrated to Boston now sleep in the dust. And our obligation to 
keep faith with them by preserving their dignity should be greater than ever before; for we are all the guardians of their memories. By dedicating ourselves to Jewish cemeter-
ies, we are saying thank you. Thank you dear loved ones for everything you have done for us and our families. We will never abandon you. We will always care for you as you 
have cared for us. We will pass your memory from generation to generation—Mi Dor l’ Dor.
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